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Abstract
We present the case for using trace function and dual bases in explaining bit-serial multiplica-
tion in Fqn . This approach leads to a better insight into the structure of bit-serial multiplication
and considerably simplies the proofs of the eciacy of some designs proposed in the past.
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1. Introduction
Multiplication in a nite eld Fq n is frequently used as a basic operation in error
correcting codes and in cryptography. Hence, there has been considerable interest in
its ecient implementation. In this note, we examine bit-serial multipliers, i.e. clocked
devices that take two elements u; v2Fq n as their input and produce one coecient of
the product w= u  v at each time step. The design of such multipliers is closely linked
to the choice of basis representation of the elements u and v. Hardware implementations
use shift registers as an elementary building block.
Some bit-serial multipliers employ dual basis representations for reasons of e-
ciency. We claim that they do so by necessity. We will not propose any new design
or prove any new result. Rather, we will argue that trace function and dual bases are
the appropriate mathematical tools to reason about bit-serial multiplication, leading to
much more compact proofs than the traditional matrix based arguments. To demon-
strate this point, we will present various well-known bit-serial multipliers and explain
their construction within the framework we are proposing.
As a by-product of this investigation, we derive a result on the ‘correct’ numbering
of feedback coecients in a linear feedback shift register of Fibonacci type, an area
where there is some diversity in the published literature.
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2. The dual basis
This section presents the mathematical concepts we require to argue about bit-serial
multipliers and linear feedback shift registers. We will note some well-established re-
sults and when we include a proof we do so only to demonstrate to the reader how
these concepts may be gainfully employed. In the following, let Fq n be the nite eld
with qn elements. The eld Fq n can also be viewed as a vector space of dimension
n, where vectors have coecients from Fq. The standard representation of elements in
Fq n uses the following basis.
Denition 1. Let f(x)= xn −Pn−1i=0 cixi 2Fq[x] be an irreducible polynomial and let
2Fq n be a root of f(x). The elements h1; ; 2; : : : ; n−1i form a basis of Fq n . Such
a basis is called a polynomial basis. The element  is the generator of the polynomial
basis.
The next concept is the trace function, which will be at the core of many of our
explanations.
Denition 2. The trace over Fq of an element u2Fq n is given by
tr(u) :=
n−1P
i=0
uq
i
:
The trace is a linear function over Fq with the property tr(uq)= tr(u), see e.g. [14].
The trace is used in the denition of dual bases of Fq n .
Denition 3. Let A= h0; 1; : : : ; n−1i be a basis of Fq n . The dual basis B= h0;
1; : : : ; n−1i of A is dened by
tr(i  j)=
8<
:
1 for i= j;
06i; j<n:
0 for i 6= j;
Lemma 1. For each basis of Fq n there exists a unique dual basis ([14], p. 54).
Given any element u2Fq n and any basis A of Fq n , the coecients of u with respect
to the basis A can be computed using the trace function and the dual basis B.
Lemma 2. Let A= h0; 1; : : : ; n−1i and B= h0; 1; : : : ; n−1i be dual bases of Fq n .
Then any u2Fq n can be represented as
u=
n−1P
i=0
tr(iu)i=
n−1P
j=0
tr(ju)j :
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Proof. Let u be represented with respect to basis A by u=
n−1P
i=0
uii. Then
tr(ku)=
n−1P
i=0
ui tr(ki)= uk : (1)
We now give a recursive denition of the dual basis elements of a polynomial basis.
For the sake of a more compact notation we dene cn to be the negative of the leading
coecient of f(x), i.e. cn := − 1.
Lemma 3. The dual basis of the polynomial basis generated by a root  of the
irreducible polynomial f(x)= xn−Pn−1i=0 cixi is given by j−1 = j−cjn−1; 16j<n.
Proof. For j<n, we obtain from the denition of the dual basis
tr(i(j − cjn−1)) = tr(i+1j)− cj tr(in−1)
=
8<
:
1 for i= j − 1;
cj − cj =0 for i= n− 1;
0 otherwise:
A further representation of these dual basis elements is given by
Lemma 4. The dual basis is given by j−1 = − n−1
Pn−j
i=0 cj+i
i; 16j6n.
Proof. The proposition holds for j= n. Assume that we have shown
j = − n−1
n−j−1P
i=0
cj+1+ii (2)
for some j6n. Then we have by the previous Lemma
j−1 = j − cjn−1 = − n−1
n−jP
i=0
cj+ii :
Lemma 4 also follows from the characterisation of the dual basis of a polynomial
basis given in [14], Example 2.40. As above,  is a root of the polynomial f(x).
Dene
b(x)=
n−1P
i=0
bjxj :=
f(x)
x −  :
Let f0(x) be the derivative of f(x). Then the dual basis elements j are given by
j =
bj
f0()
:
We have bn−1 = 1 so n−1 = 1=f0(), and the coecients bi are
bj−1 = −
n−jP
i=0
cj+ii;
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exactly as specied in Lemma 4. To conclude this section, we mention a recursive
denition of the dual basis giving the elements in ascending order [13].
Lemma 5. The dual basis of the polynomial basis generated by a root  of the
irreducible polynomial f(x)= xn −Pn−1i=0 cixi is given by j = −1j−1 + (cj=c0) 0,
16j<n.
Proof. First observe that the element −1 can be written as
−1 = − 1
c0
n−1P
i=0
ci+1i:
Then, we get by induction on j for all i, 06i<n,
tr(ij) = tr(i−1j−1) +
cj
c0
tr(i0)
=
8<
:
tr(−1j−1) +
cj
c0
= 0 for i=0;
1 for i= j>0;
0 otherwise:
3. Linear feedback shift registers
Linear feedback shift registers (LFSRs) are a core component of bit-serial multipliers.
There are two types of LFSRs. A Galois LFSR has n register cells (stages) holding
values ui 2Fq and n feedback coecients ci 2Fq (Fig. 1). The feedback is taken from
the last register cell (stage n − 1) and added in at internal stages of the LFSR. The
feedback coecients dene the characteristic polynomial [1, 14]
f(x) := xn −
n−1P
i=0
cixi:
When f(x) is irreducible, a root  of f(x) generates a polynomial basis of Fq n . Interpret
the register contents ui as polynomial basis coecients of an element u2Fq, i.e.
u=
n−1P
i=0
uii :
Then the next state of the register is the element u   as
u  =
n−1P
i=0
uii+1 =
n−1P
i=1
ui−1i + un−1
n−1P
i=0
cii= c0  un−1 +
n−1P
i=1
(ui−1 + ci  un−1)i:
In the Galois LFSR, elements are represented in the polynomial basis generated by a
root of the characteristic polynomial. The Galois LFSR multiplies its content with the
generator of the polynomial basis, shifting register contents ‘upwards’.
An LFSR of Fibonacci type is shown in Fig. 2. Again, there are n register cells
storing values si 2Fq, 06i<n, and n feedback coecients ci 2Fq, 06i<n. The feed-
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Fig. 1. Linear feedback shift register of Galois type.
Fig. 2. Linear feedback shift register of Fibonacci type.
back is taken from the internal stages and fed back to the last stage of the cascade.
When clocked, the next state of the LFSR becomes
s1; s2; : : : ; sn−1;
n−1P
i=0
cisi

: (3)
In our analysis of Fibonacci LFSRs, let B= h0; 1; : : : ; n−1i be the dual basis of the
polynomial basis generated by a root  of an irreducible characteristic polynomial f(x).
View the values si, 06i<n, as the coecients in a dual basis representation of the
element
s=
n−1P
i=0
sii :
With these conventions, the following theorem holds.
Theorem 1. The Fibonacci LFSR computes   s; representing the input s and the
result   s in the dual basis of the polynomial basis.
Proof. With Lemma 2, the dual basis coecients of s are computed as
(s)i= tr(is)= tr(i+1s)=
(
si+1 for i<n− 1;Pn−1
j=0 cjsj for i= n− 1:
(4)
The dual basis coecients of s are precisely the values stored in the next state of the
Fibonacci LFSR (see Eq. (3)).
In a Fibonacci LFSR, elements are represented in the dual basis of a polynomial basis
generated by a root of the characteristic polynomial. The Fibonacci LFSR multiplies
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its content with the root of the characteristic polynomial, shifting register contents
‘downwards’.
Let (sj)1j=0 be the output sequence generated by the Fibonacci LFSR of Fig. 2 and
let
f(x) := xnf

1
x

=1−
n−1P
i=0
cixn−i
be the reciprocal of the characteristic polynomial. The generating function
G(x) :=
1P
j=0
sjxj 2Fq[[x]]
can be written as
G(x)=
g(x)
f(x)
for some polynomial g(x) of degree strictly less than n. In Golomb’s seminal book
on shift register sequences [9], the feedback coecients of a Fibonacci LFSR are
numbered (c0n; c
0
n−1; : : : ; c
0
2; c
0
1) so that the (reciprocal) characteristic polynomial can be
written as
f(x)= 1−
nP
i=1
c0i x
i:
Golomb’s notation is convenient for writing f(x) but ‘runs against the ow’ in
f(x)= xn −
n−1P
i=0
c0n−ix
i:
For our purposes, the characteristic polynomial f(x) is more important and we postulate
that Fig. 2 gives the natural numbering of feedback coecients in a Fibonacci LFSR.
4. Bit-serial multiplication
A bit-serial multiplier is a clocked device computing one coecient of the prod-
uct of two elements u; v2Fq at each time step. Examples for such multipliers are
Berlekamp’s dual basis multiplier [2] and its variations [3, 8], the Massey{Omura nor-
mal basis multiplier [15], and a bit-serial multiplier proposed by Wang and Blake
[21] and generalized by Hasan and Bhargava [10{12]. The state transition functions of
these multipliers are frequently described with the help of matrices, leading to rather
cumbersome proofs of their correct behaviour.
We claim that all bit-serial multipliers for Fq n are implicitly dual basis multipliers.
The output of a bit-serial multiplier is the projection of the product u  v onto one of
its coecients. Therefore, the output can be described using the trace function and the
dual basis. More precisely, a bit-serial multiplier that generates the coecients of the
product of two elements u; v2Fq n with respect to a basis A= h0; 1; : : : ; n−1i has to
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Fig. 3. Berlekamp’s dual basis multiplier for F25 .
compute tr(iuv); 06i<n, where the basis B= h0; 1; : : : ; n−1i is dual to A. Usually,
these coecients are computed either in ascending or descending order. For ecient
bit-serial multiplication, we therefore need a basis B so that either the transformation
i ! i+1 or i ! i−1 can be implemented easily.
A second consideration inuencing the choice of bases relates to the computation of
the trace function. When we compute tr(u  v) where u2Fq n is given in basis A and
v2Fq n in the dual basis B, then
tr(u  v)=
n−1P
i=0
uivi :
Here, ui and vi are the coecients of u and v in the respective bases. To compute
tr(iuv) we will therefore represent iu in one basis and v in the corresponding dual
basis and obtain tr(iuv) as the scalar product of the coecient vectors of iu and v.
4.1. Berlekamp’s multiplier
In a polynomial basis it is easy to step through the basis elements. To get i+1
from i, simply multiply by the generator . In Berlekamp’s multiplier the basis
B= h1; ; : : : ; n−1i is chosen to be a polynomial basis [2]. The basis A is the cor-
responding dual basis. Input u is represented with respect to basis A and the trans-
formation i ! i+1 can be incorporated in the transformation iu ! i+1u, working
with coecients with respect to basis A. Essentially, we have to compute u from u
in the dual basis of the polynomial basis, which can be implemented by an LFSR of
Fibonacci type. The factor v is represented in the polynomial basis and can be held in
a static register. The coecients of u  v are produced in ascending order in the dual
basis of the polynomial basis (Fig. 3).
On the other hand, we could represent u in the polynomial basis B and v in the
dual basis A. The transformation iu! i+1u is achieved by multiplication by . As it
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Fig. 4. Modied dual basis multiplier for F25 .
takes place in the polynomial basis, it can be implemented by a LFSR of Galois type,
i.e.
(u)i=

ui−1 + ciun−1 for i>1;
c0un−1 for i=0:
Again, v can be held in a static register and the coecients of u  v are produced in
ascending order in the dual basis of the polynomial basis (Fig. 4). This multiplier is
mentioned in [3, 8].
4.2. The Massey{Omura multiplier
There exists a close relationship between polynomial bases and LFSRs. A similar
relationship exists between cyclic shift registers and normal bases.
Denition 4. A normal basis of Fq n is a basis of form A = h; q; : : : ; qn−1i.
The dual basis of a normal basis A is a normal basis B = h; q; : : : ; qn−1i. The
coecients in basis A of the product u  v are given by tr(qiuv). The transformations
q
i ! qi+1 and qi+1 ! qi correspond to computing qth powers or qth roots, respec-
tively. In a normal basis representation, both operations result in a cyclic shift of
coecients.
The Massey{Omura multiplier consists of two cyclic shift registers, initially contain-
ing u and v represented in a normal basis A, and the logic for computing the function
F(u; v)= (u v)n−1 = tr(qn−1uv), yielding the most signicant coecient of the product
u  v in basis A. The further coecients of u  v are computed in descending order by
evaluating F after subsequent shifts of both cyclic registers,
(u  v)n−i = tr(qn−i uv) = tr(qn−1uqi−1vqi−1 ) = F(uqi−1 ; vqi−1 ):
Frequently, the function F is written as
F(u; v)= u  F  Ct ;
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where u is the coecient vector of u, Ct is the transposed of the coecient vector of v,
and F is an nn-matrix with Fij = tr(qn−1qiqj). This representation is mirrored by the
implementation shown in Fig. 5, where each AND-gate corresponds to a non-zero entry
in the matrix F of the normal basis of F2 5 dened by a root of f(x)= x5+x4+x2+x+1.
In our general model of bit-serial multiplication, the evaluation of F(u; v) is decom-
posed according to
Theorem 2. The multiplication u F computes the dual basis representation of qn−1u.
The multiplication (u  F)  Ct computes tr(qn−1uv).
This interpretation of the function F is most clearly reected in the implementation
of the Massey{Omura multiplier proposed in [19], which requires only n AND-gates.
The top section of the design in Fig. 6 computes the dual basis representation of q
n−1
u,
the bottom section computes tr(q
n−1
uv).
The new interpretation of the Massey{Omura multiplier further establishes that it is
not possible to achieve a reduction in the complexity of normal basis multiplication
by explicitly employing dual basis representations [6]. It is fairly straightforward to
construct a bit-serial normal basis multiplier, which computes the coecients of the
product in ascending order. There will again be two cyclic shift registers containing
the operands u and v. Now, the direction of the shift corresponds to computing qth
roots. The combinatorial logic of this design implements the function tr(uv).
4.3. Bit-serial multiplication with basis transformation
In the previous section, we have argued that every bit-serial multiplier has a nat-
ural interpretation as a dual basis multiplier. In some instances, like in the Massey{
Omura multiplier, the dual basis is only used implicitly and all operands are given
in the same basis. In other cases, like in Berlekamp’s multiplier, we are explicitly
dealing with representations in two dierent bases. That particular design was in-
tended for multiplication with a xed element, which would be given in the poly-
nomial basis. Output and input are both given in the same (dual) basis. In a less
restricted application, we have to address the transformation between a basis and
its dual basis, or in general between the dierent basis representations used in a
multiplier.
In the bit-serial multiplier proposed by Wang and Blake [21] and generalized by
Hasan and Bhagarva [10{12], the bases are chosen to allow for ecient basis conver-
sion as well as for ecient multiplication. Let A = h1; ; : : : ; n−1i be the polynomial
basis generated by a root of the irreducible polynomial f(x) = xn −Pn−1i=0 cixi and
let h0; 1; : : : ; n−1i be the corresponding dual basis. This multiplier performs three
operations:
(1) a basis transformation v! ~v, into a basis yet to be specied,
(2) a multiplication ~w= u  ~v, and
(3) and the reverse basis transformation ~w ! w, where w= u  v.
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Fig. 5. Massey{Omura normal basis multiplier for F25 with f(x)= x
5 + x4 + x2 + x + 1.
Fig. 6. Modied Massey{Omura multiplier for F25 with f(x)= x
5 + x4 + x2 + x + 1.
Each of these three operations requires n time steps. For a single multiplication, this
is not particularly ecient. However, in a sequence of multiplications where intermedi-
ate results need not be reconverted, the overhead of 2n time steps becomes much more
acceptable. Exponentiation may serve as a sample application of such a multiplier. We
now examine the three operations in more detail.
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4.3.1. Basis transformation
Berlekamp’s multiplier is used to compute a basis transformation v ! ~v, where v
is originally given in the polynomial basis. For this purpose, we multiply v with the
element given by the dual basis coecients (0; : : : ; 0; 1). Evidently, this is the element
n−1 from the dual basis and the coecients produced by the multiplier are tr(vin−1),
06i<n. With Lemma 2, we can view this basis transformation as a conversion of the
polynomial basis representation of v into the dual basis representation of ~v= n−1v, or
as the conversion into the representation of v in the basis h0; 1; : : : ; n−1i given by
j = −1n−1j (see Section 4.4).
4.3.2. Multiplication
Berlekamp’s multiplier is loaded with the polynomial coecients of an element
u and the dual basis coecients of ~v. The multiplier thus generates the coecients
tr(in−1uv), 06i<n, i.e. the dual basis representation of the element ~w= n−1w where
w = u  v.
4.3.3. Reconversion
To compute the inverse basis transformation, we need to convert the dual basis
coecients tr(in−1w) of n−1w into the polynomial basis coecients tr(iw) of w.
Conveniently, Lemma 4 shows that this operation can be performed by the LFSR of
the Berlekamp multiplier. The LFSR is initially cleared and then the coecients of
n−1w are shifted into the register sequentially in ascending order. The feedback is
disconnected from the shift register and the current input is added to the output, which
nally has to be multiplied by −1. The following theorem proves the correctness of
this procedure.
Theorem 3. At the (n − j)th step of reconverting n−1w; 16j6n; the polynomial
basis coecient wj−1 is computed.
Proof. At step n− j of reconversion, we have the following register contents ~ri; 06i
<n, and input ~rn:
~ri=

0 for 06i<j
(n−1w)i−j for j6i6n
Thus, by Lemma 4 the evaluation of the feedback function multiplied by −1 yields
−
nP
i=0
ci ~ri =−
nP
i=j
ci(n−1w)i−j = −
n−jP
i=0
cj+i tr(in−1w)
= tr

−wn−1
n−jP
i=0
cj+ii

= tr(wj−1)=wj−1:
Berlekamp’s multiplier with the adaptions for basis conversion as proposed in [11]
is shown, with some simplications, in Fig. 7. One of the advantages of this multiplier
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Fig. 7. A multiplier due to Hasan and Bhargava.
is the double use of the LFSR, both for multiplication and basis transformation. The
only extra pieces of hardware required for reconversion are switches choosing the
input to the LFSR and a gate for multiplying by −1 in Fq. In the rst two steps
(basis conversion and multiplication), the switch controlled by S( L) is closed while
the switches controlled by S(L) are open. Reconversion works with the opposite setting
of the switches. Moreover, at the end of reconversion, n−1w has been stored in the
LFSR which is now ready for a next multiplication. No facilities for parallel loading
of the LFSR are required.
Our proof considerably shortens the proof of a theorem about the basis transformation
and its inverse given originally in [21], where the basis transformations and the proofs
are expressed in terms of matrix multiplications.
Theorem 4. The inverse of the matrix T =(tij) with tij = tr(n−1i+j) is given by
T−1 = (t0ij) with t
0
ij = ci+j+1 for i + j<n and t
0
ij = 0 otherwise.
The matrix T describes the rst operation of the multiplier, i.e. the transformation
of the polynomial basis coecients of v to the dual basis coecients of n−1v. The
inverse matrix T−1 describes the third operation of the multiplier, i.e. the reconversion
n−1w ! w. The entry t0ij in matrix T−1 is the coecient of i in the polynomial basis
representation of j specied in (2).
4.4. Triangular bases
The triangular basis introduced in [12] oers an alternative interpretation of the
multiplier described above. Triangular bases are dened via the transformation matrix
M , given as
Mij :=
−ci+j+1 for 06i + j<n;
0 for n6i + j<2n− 1:
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With this denition, the elements in the basis h0; 1; : : : ; n−1i obtained from the poly-
nomial basis by [0; 1; : : : ; n−1]= [1; ; : : : ; n−1] M can be written by Lemma 4 as
j = −
n−j−1P
i=0
ci+j+1i= −1n−1j:
The dual basis representation of an element n−1v is of course equal to the triangular
basis representation of v.
5. Weakly self-dual polynomial basis
To avoid basis transformations altogether we could look for a basis, which is dual
to itself. This proves to be too strong a restriction for polynomial bases and we may
settle for the following weaker condition without incurring a substantial eort for basis
transformation.
Denition 5. A basis A= h0; 1; : : : ; n−1i of Fq n is called weakly self-dual if there
exists a 2Fq n and a permutation  of the indices f0; 1; : : : ; n− 1g so that i= (i)
for all i, 06i<n.
The multiplication of two elements u and v given in a weakly self-dual basis A can
be performed following the pattern established in Section 4.3. Now basis transformation
and re-transformation amount to permutations of coecients. The dual basis coecients
of u are just a permutation of the polynomial basis coecients of u. The respective
coecients are related by
(u)(i) = tr((i)u) = tr(iu)= ui:
Given v and u, the latter in the dual basis, we can use any bit-serial dual basis mul-
tiplier to compute the product uv in dual basis representation, giving the coecients
of u  v with respect to basis A in permuted order.
The next theorem links the existence of weakly self-dual polynomial bases to the
existence of (specic) irreducible trinomials. In addition, it will emerge that the per-
mutation relating such a polynomial basis to its dual basis is of a particularly simple
structure, i.e. a shift of the indices listed in inverted order.
Theorem 5. The eld Fq n has a weakly self-dual polynomial basis if and only if
there exists an irreducible trinomial p(x)= xn − cxk − 1 or an irreducible binomial
p(x)= xn − d. The permutation  yielding the dual basis is given by (i)= k − 1 −
imod n. (If p(x) is a binomial; set k =0:)
For F2n , the rst proof of this theorem was probably given by D. L. Whiting in
his Ph.D. thesis in 1984. In his proof, the trace function plays an important role.
The theorem was later published in a joint paper [16] with a dierent and incomplete
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proof, expressed in terms of matrices. The problem in that proof originated from using
a too restrictive notion of a ‘primitive element’ in Fq n . This fallacy is mentioned in
[7, 18, 21], where correct proofs can be found.
6. Conclusion
Judging the elegance of a proof is admittedly a matter of taste and we leave it to
the readers to look at some matrix based proof and make their own comparisons. In
this note, we have tried to improve the treatment of bit-serial multiplication in Fq n by
giving a description in terms of the trace function and of dual bases. In this framework,
we can give very simple proofs and we feel that these proofs are superior to those
based on matrix descriptions. This paper contains some examples to support this point.
Further evidence may be found by contrasting the proofs of the following theorem
given in [5, 20] with the proof in [6].
Theorem 6. Let  generate a normal basis A of F2n and  its dual basis. Then A is
self-dual if and only if the matrix (tr(q
i
q
j
))n−1i; j=0 is symmetric.
Finally, we mention that when the conjecture on the existence of optimal normal
bases made in [17] was conrmed in [4], the proof employed trace and dual basis.
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